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Abstract. We model distributed processes by the computations of synchronized automatd. These 
machines are collections of finite automata the computations of which are linked through by 
synchronization states. With these models we give a solution to the distribution problem of a set 
of sequential processes on several processors. 
A quite classical way to model (cf. [ 1, 2, 91) a set of sequential processes is to 
represent this set by the computations of a finite automaton. Each letter of the 
automaton’s alphabet is considered as an elementary task. A word is then a sequence 
of elementary tasks and the language recognized (or accepted) by the automaton 
is the set of correct sequential processes. 
In the case of processes executed on reveral processors (or distributed processors) 
a large varietiy of models has been proposed in the pubiished papers [e.g. 1, 2, 9, 
lo]. I-Iowever, most of them can be represented by Petri nets or elements of a 
sub-class of Petri nets. But an inconvenience of the Petri nets and related models 
is the difficulty in determining, when implementing such a model on a parallel 
machine, tK,e allocation of the different letters (or more exactly of the associated 
elementary tasks) among the different processors and the synchronizations between 
the different processors. 
e introduce in this paper new models: the (weakly) synchronized automata 
which, by construction, permit easy answers to these questions. ,2 ~;v~aX~y) 
synchronized automaton is a collection of finite automata with synchronizations. 
Each finite automaton represents the computations of a (sequential) processor and 
a distributed process is viewed as a set of sequential recesses :vhich are executed 
independently from each other, but need to be som mes synchronized. 
These models allow us to study the problem of the ivalence between sequential 
and distributed processes (or concurrent 
one can execute these 
tati 
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interference relations, or Benrlstein’s relations are expressed on the finite automaton 
representing the set of sequential processes in the following way. If Q and b are 
two letters of t e auTomaton’s alphabet representing independent tasks and if uablp 
is a word recognized by the automaton then ubav is also recognized by the automaton. 
This expresses the fact that the elementary tasks represented by Q and h can be 
executed in any order. We will then say that CL and b are commuting in the finite 
automaton This approach is quite cl;rssical and can be found, for instance, in 
1% 6, w 
Two independent elementary tasks can even be executed by different processors. 
Thus, if we have at our disposal several processors, the following question arises 
in a quite natural way. How can we distribute the elementary tasks on these different 
processors. 3 In particular how can we execute two independent tasks on different 
processors? 
With 3ur models this problem, known as the distribution problem, can be reformu- 
lated as follows. Given a finite automaton A recognizing a language L, can we find 
a (weakly) synchronized automaton which accepts the same language L and such 
that, if two tasks can be performed concurrently in A, they are performed by two 
different processors of the (weakly) synchronized automaton. 
Several solutions to this problem have already been given, in particular b;? Prinoth 
[9] for cycle-free finite automata (i.e. recognizing only finite languages). Starke [lo] 
proposes a solution for general finite autoniata but the models that he used as2 Petri 
nets in which the number of tokens is not bounded. Thus he allows an arbitrary 
finite number of data units to be memorized for a synchronization. In the solution 
for general finite automata proposed here, only one data unit has to be memorized 
for a synchronization, requiring much simpler machines than Starke’s solution. 
The distribution problem can also be viewed in terms of trace languages, as the 
search for a recognizer of the set of all linearizations of the traces of a recognizable 
trace language. In this sense the paper of Zielonka [ 111, on asynchronous automata, 
can be considered as a solution to the distribution problem. However, this very nice 
result on trace monoids theory does not seem very useful to resolve, in practice, 
the distribution of compu tations on a single processor over several processors. For 
instance, in an asynchronous automaton, even an elementary task needs the cooper- 
ation of several processors to be executed. In any efficient model we think that an 
elementary task, by definition, should be executed by a single processor. The models 
defined in our paper present this valuable feature. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the classical notions of finite automata 
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. As one can see we consider that our automaton is complete, that means 
that S is a mapping of Q x C into Q and not a partial mapping. It is well known 
that there is no loss of generality acting this way, beca,use it suffices to add a shaft 
state to transform an incomplete automaton into a complete one recognizing the 
same language. 
4processinAisawordfinL(A):f=x,x,... x,. Each Xi represents an elementary 
task. So a word in L(A) can be viewed as a sequence of elementary tasks executed 
by a single processor. The set of concurrent tasks is given by a symmetric and 
irreflexive relation 8 c 2 x 2 called the concurrency relation. Two tasks are concur- 
rent if (a, b) E 8. We will note by 8 the non-concurrency relation defined by (a, b) E 8 
iff (a, b) GZ 6. We say that a language L over C is O-closed if two concurrent tasks 
can be executed in any order without changing the result of the computation. 
efinition 2.2. A language L over C is O-closed for some concurrency relation 
;i c C x C ifT for every word J; g of C* and every letter a, b of C such that (a, 6) E 8, 
we have fabg in L iff _fbag is in L. 
The following questions come at once to mind: can we decide if a given language 
L is closed for a given concurrency relation 8? If only the language L is given, can 
we find all the concurrency relations 8 for which L is O-closed? The notion of 
O-minimal finite automaton is needed to answer these questions. 
efinition 2 3. A finite automaton A is @-minimai for some concurrency reiation 8 
iff, for any state 4 in Q and for any letters a, b in C such that (a, b) is in 8, we 
have S(q, ab) = S(q, ha). 
The next proposition gives the answer to the first question above. 
ositioPu 2.4. Let L be a recognizable language over 2 and 9 a concurrency relation 
on 2. If L-= L(A) f or some &minimal automaton then L is 119~closed. Conversely, if L 
is &close$ then its minimal automaton is &minimal. 
We derive the answer to the second question immediately from this proposition- 
225. Let L be a recognizable language over 25 and = (2, 0, qo, 6 n its 
minimal automaton. ?lte finest concurrency relation &for which L is closed is dejned 
bYi 
Va,bEZ, (a,b)tOL iff VqeQ S(q,abj=ti(q,barj. 
We will now prove 
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for any state 4 in Q. A is deterministic thus clearly we have 6( qO, fabg) = 6( qO 5 fbag) 
and so j&g is in L and L is &closed. 
Conversely suppoce that L is a &c!o,e c d language and let A be its minimal 
automaton. Let 4 be a state in Q. A is minimal so we can find a word f on 2” such 
that s(qoJ) = q. Let n, b be in C such that (a, b) E 8; L is &closed so for any word 
g on C* faSg is in L iff fbag is in L. By definition of a minimal autbmaton this 
implies that 8(q,,fab) = a(q,,fba) and thus 8(q, ab) = 6(q, ba). Proposition 2.4 is 
so proved. Cl 
After these preliminaries on sequential systems we will now define our basic 
model for a distributed system, the weakly synchronized automaton. Qne of the 
easiest synchronizations between sequential processors that we can imagine is when 
each processor executes its computation independently of the other processors. 
When each processor has finished its own computation there is a handshake between 
ali the processors to decide the result of the distributed computation. 
Our weakly synchronized automaton will be a model of this weak kind of 
synchronization. A weakly synchronized automaton (WSA) is a collection of finite 
automata, which execute their computations independently from each other and 
synchronize themselves at the end of these computations to accept or refuse the 
word. For any integer t we will note by [t] the set (1.2, . . . , t}. 
nith 2.6. A weakly synchronized automaton I7 with t components o,;kr an 
alphabet C is a (t + 2)-tuple (A,, AZ, . . . , A,, qo, T) where 
{i) Vi E [t] Ai = (Zi, Qi, qo,i, Si) is a deterministic finite automaton, 
(ii) q0 = (4(, ,, qo,?, . . . , qo,,) is the initial t-tuple of I7, 
(iii) Tc QI x Q2 x l l l x Q, is the set of finai t-tupies of II, 
(iv) (2, , & . . . , 2,) is a partition of C. 
Thus in a WSA with t components each of the t finite automata modelizes the 
computations of one sequential processor. When each processor has finished its 
work, it communicates its current state to the system which, by reference to a built-in 
decision table (T), decides whether the different computations of the sequential 
processors are compatible or not. If we are not dealing with a centralized system, 
as assumed previously, but with a distributed system, each processor communicates, 
at the end of its work, its current state to all the other processors. Each of them 
wiii have a copy of the decision table and thus will be able to decide the validity 
of the distributed computation. 
We lwiil note by jj the projection of a word .f of C* over the alphabet Ei of the 
E’th component of the WSA I7. 
3. A word f of C* is reconized by the weakly synchronized automaton 
(qi,q2,...,q,) is i y i in [t], qi iS equal t0 fii(~~~~ ,,A). 
e la e ret 
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otatio as WSAandfa word of C+. We will note n[(q,, . . . , q,), f] =: 
tq:, - l l ‘) qi) iti for any i in [t], &(q;,A) = qi. We will denote by alph(l7) the alphabet 
I?. 
With this notation, the language recognized by II is the set of war 
flk0.19 l l l 9 qO,, ] belongs to T. 
le 2.9 
4 = (k-49 {I’, 2’1, I’, S,> with S,(l’, a) = S,(2’, a) = 2’, 
A2 = ((b), {l”, 3”, p”}, l”, 6,) with S?( l”, 6) = 3”? 
S,( 3”, b) = S,( p”, b) = p”, 
T = { ( I’, 3”)). 
The language recognized by the WSA is the set of words composed of one “6” and 
at most one “a”. 
xample 2.10 
A, = ((a, b}, {l’, 2’, 3’, p’j, I’, S,), 
A2 = ((c, d), {l”, 4”, 7”, Y’, p”), l”, S2). 
6, and S2 are given by the following schemas (the arrows to the shaft states p’ and 
p” are not indicated). 
a d 
Ii I-1 
I; . . :. 1 ‘--a+2’-~+3’, SL : 1”-d-_,4”-d~7”-c~9”, 
\cp 
T = {(2’, l”), (2’, 9”), (3’, 4”), (3’, 7”)) 
The language recognized by the WSA is thus the union of four languages: a, d 0 aha*, 
d 2d * w ah* and d (c + dd *c) w a (where L w L’ denotes the shuffle of the languages 
L and L’). 
A ‘WSA induces, 3n a quite natural way, a concurrency relation. Two letters will 
be concurrent if they are executed by two difFerent processors in the WSA. Using 
the notation of Qefinition 2.6 we have the following. 
A, the concurrency relation, noted On, induced b 
there exists i #j such that a belongs to 
ecti wee 
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Proposition 2.12. Let El be G weakly synchronized automaton. Then L(n) is a 0,,.-closed 
recognizable dangurlge over 2 *. 
We can construct in a trivial way a finite automaton A such that L.(A) = L(U) 
so i(n) is a recognizable language over Z*. Let fibg be a word of C* mwith 
(a, b) 5 0, ; by dlefinition a is in some & and b in some Z” with i f j so the projections 
of f&g QnA EL=- Upl~ J Vd& on each & are eqetiai. Thus jabg is in i(iIj iii- jbag is in E(E) 
and sc LQV) is c9,-closed. 
3. The syachronizced automata 
The main inconvenience of our weakly synchronized automaton is that, during 
a computation, there is a unique synchronization which is performed at the end of 
this computation, when it is decided whether or not the computations executed on 
each of the components are compatible, i.e. if the t-tuple of the reached states is 
final or not. We would prefer that a synchronization does not necessarily conclude 
a computation but would be only an intermediate step during this computation. So 
it seems naturai to introduce a new type of automaton, for which the synchronizations 
could not only be performed at the end of a computation but also ii1 the course of 
the computation. Thus, we define a synchronized automaton (SA) as a ccllection 
of weakly synchronized automata the computations of which are linked through 
states of synchronization. 
The basic idea is that during a computation we can leave a weakly synchronized 
automaton if we arrive in a final t-tuple of this WSA and enter into another WSA 
by passing through a synchronization state. The passage from the final t-tuples of 
the different WSA and the synchronization states will be determined by a synchroniz- 
ation function. In the same way the passage from the synchronization states and 
the different WSA will be performed by a choice function which will determine, 
when an elementary task is to be executed, -which WSA are able to perform this task. 
nitio A synchronized automaton is a 6-tuple (C, S, so, F, 6,) 8,) where 
(i) C is a finite set { !&, &, . . . , I$} of weakly synchronized automata. (The 
alph&et of each Ei is 2;. The set of the t-tuples of Hi is Qi ; we will suppose that 
the Qj are disjoint.) 
(ii) S is a finite set of states: the synchronization states. 
(iii) SEE S is irhe initial synchronization state. 
(iv) F c S is the set of final synchronizatidn states. 
(v) S, is a function of S x C (where C = U Zi) in 2V (where Q is the union of 
the Qj for j in [p]). S, is called the choice function. 
heie 2 = U zi j in 2= (where Q is the union of 
the 
( 4y 
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xampk 3.2. C = {IT,, I&} with alph(IT,) = {a, b, d), alph(PT,) = (a, c, d} and II,, II2 . 
Lb* e gken by the following schemata (the arrows to the shaft states are not rep- 
resented) :
*: 1 3 1&: I’ 3’ 
II II I 
d b C 
i 4 T J 
2 4 2’ 4’ 
I I 
b d 
J i 
5 5’ 
I 
Y 
6 
S={ f3, ITI > s2 9 4 
F = is,}, 
&hb b) = &bo5 4 = (193, 
&bI 9 4 = v, 37, 
&(s~, c) = S,(s,, a) = (l’, 37, 
&\2,6) = ~1, 
&if?, 5) = s2, 
S,( 2’, 5’) = SJ . 
Example 3.X r = ((67,) 172, n3, n4}, { 30, sI 9 ~2, ~31, boL bd, %, S,> wish alpW&) = 
{a, ~1, a@hQ n2) = {b, cd>, alph(W = Us4 and alph(&) = {A g}. The transition 
functions off the I7; are given by the following schemata: 
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a 
b 
c 
d 
f 
g 
(i, 3) 
(i’, 4’) (I”, 3”) 
(2’, 4’1 
~ (I,3) (1’,4’) (2’,4’) 
(l”, 3”) 
(2’, 4’) (l-, 3-) 
(I-, 3’) 
w, 4) = Sl ¶ 
5,(2,5) = s,(2--, 4-) = 32, 
l&(3’, 4’) = 6,(2”, 4”) = ?;3. 
Intuitively, a computation in a SA is performed in the following way: from so we 
enter by the choice iunction S, into a SA able to do the first task. When a task is 
to be executed we can either execute this task in the current WSA if it is able to do 
it or leave the current WSA if we are in a final f-tuple and enter into another WSA 
(able to perform the task) by passing through a synchronization state. A word f of 
2” will be recognized by the SA iff all the possible computations of this -xord in 
the SA lead to a final synchronization state. 
Before defining in a precise way the acceptance law of a synchronized automaton, 
we will study the two Examples 3.2 and 3.3. 
(continued). Suppose that we want to know if the word bdbacd is in 
L(T). We start in the initial synchronization state so. b has to be executed, thus we 
enter with 8, in the WSA 17,. In this WSA the tasks b, b, a are executed in this 
order by the second processor and d is performed by the first one. If we arrive into 
the 2-tuple (2,5) (this will be the case if it is longer to execute bb on the second 
processor than execute d on the first one) and if a is to be executed, we can either 
perfortn a in 11, and reach the 2-tuple (2,6) or synchronize the two processors of 
in the synchronization state s2 and enter in the WSA I72 in the 2-tuple (l’, 3’) to 
execute a and the following tasks cd. If we choose the first solution (to reach (2,6)) 
(or if the execution time of d is greater than that of bb), when c is to be executed 
we leave n, and enter into f12 in the 2-tuple (2’, 3’ ) by passing through the synchroniz- 
ation state s,. 
(continued). In this case, we try to recognize the word accbd. As in 
and arrive into the synchronization 
rrive into s: with b to be 
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we have the choice to enter either into I7, or into IT, (because SC& b) = {(2’, 4’), 
(I”, 3”)). If we choose (2’, 4’), we execute h in f& and we are again blocked. If 
we choose (I”, 3”), we execute b and d in 3 and reach the final synchronization 
state s;. 
As shown by these two examples9 we have in a A the alternative of leaving or 
not kaving a VJSA if -we are in a final tuple (and if t next task can also be executed 
WSA). Furthermore in some cases, we can select amo 
ed by 6,. I3ut we are not really in a position to control th 
and thus we would prefer that a word is accepted or refused independently of the 
choices. 
‘IO define in a proper and precise manner the acceptance method of a SA lY, we 
need to introduce, for a word .f of C’ with 2 = U Xi, the concepts of r-valid 
computation and r-valid partial computation of J. 
. A decomposition (f, ,j& . - l ,Jrl Ei sff is a r-valid computation (kc) 
offiR 
(i) f=fifi - l *_A, 
(ii) each of the & is read by some 
two tuples of I;r:, bi and ej such that 
(iii) Those different computations 
of synchronization states uO, cl, . . . , 
(a) Vi E [t] bj E S,(cr;_, Ji”), 
(b) Vi E [t] &,(e,) = gi9 
(c) go=so, 
(d) u,EF: 
Ie 3.2 ( con timed )* ( bdb, acd ) 
bdbacd. 
WSA of C: there exists a WSA L?: of C and 
LFi(bi,J) = e, (cf. Notation 2.8), 
can be put together: there exists a sequence 
U, such that 
and (bdba, cd) are F-valid computations of 
A decomposition (g,, g,, . . . ? g) off is a r-valid partial computation 
(i) f= g,g, l l l g$z for some h in X*, 
(ii) each of the gi is read by some WSA of C: there exists a WSA nr of C and 
two tuples of 17:‘, bi and e, such that fly(i7i, gi) = ei (cf. Notation 2.8), 
(iii) those different calculations can be put together: there exists a sequence of 
synchronization states cro, (T, , . . . , a;_, such that 
(a) V’i E [t] bi E 6,(~,-1, gl”), 
(b) ViEIt-I] Ss(ei)=ai, 
This I ‘-vpc cm be ere exists a I -vc of j o 
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Example 3.3 (csntin~ed). (UC, cb) is a Cvpc of accbd which cannot be prolonged 
in a r-vc. (am, b) is a Cvpc of accbd which cannot be prolonged in a PVC if b 
has been read but can be prolonged in the PVC (ac’c, bd) if b has been read 
by 173. 
As already explained, we want f to be recognized by the SA r iff ah the possible 
Cvpc on f can be nrolonged in PVC. 
nition 3.6. A -word f of C+ is recognized by the SA r iff there exists a r-valid 
computation off and any r-valid partial computation can be prolonged in a r-valid 
computation of J: 
L(r) is the set of words recognized by K If so belongs to F we will say that the 
empty \.vord E belongs to L(l‘). 
xample 3.2 (continued). The words recognized by r are dbbacd. bdbacd, bbdacd, 
dbbcad, bdbcad, bbdcad, dbbcda, bbdcda and dbbcda. 
Example 3.3 (continued). The word accbd is not recognized by r but the words 
acbcf, acbcfgfdb are recognized by I’. 
Then if we try to recognize some word f we have two possibilities. Either the SA 
is b!ocked and we are sure that the word is not in L(T) or we have reached a final 
synchronization state. But in this second case we cannot be sure that the word is 
in the language; the system has merely chosen a I’-vc of the tested word (for instance 
(am, bd) in Example 3.3). From our definition, we have to try to prolong all the 
possi’~ie i”_vpc ofS ‘bud we are nol iri a Bositioi, to coiitrol _i’rie systeni choices. This 
problem leads us to introduce the notion of reliable SA. 
3.7. A synchronized automaton r is reliable iff a word f of C* is 
recognized by r as soon as there exists one r-valid computation of J 
In other words a SA is reliable if for any word f either all the r-vpc off can be 
prolonged in i -vc or no .Cvpc can be prolonged in a r-vc. 
The SA of Example 3.2 is reliable, that of Example 3.3 is not. 
From now on, we will try to use and partkcularly to construct onEy re%iab!c SA. 
As does a WSA, a SA r induces a concurrency relation 8,. on 2. Zt is defined by 
!r? .IZ!FAj i4aF f#w am\1 wfi,=A nnhA a=+C ‘V’$ tLn.w nv;cte . I I _Zi5.i = __L__-_ ? r-vqlifl r/rmr/rltqtinn _ iii_ a- ------== 
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of this WSA, i.e. (Q, b) belongs to the concurrency relation induced 
The reliable synchronized automata have the following remarkable property. 
Let r be a reliable synchronized automaton, then L(r) is a &-closed 
recognizable language. 
roof. Even if the SA ic nnt r&4+ nnp can easi!y construct a finite automaton ” .lY. “-II-Y-I .X*1_ 
recognizing the same language, thus L(r) is a recognizable language. Suppose now 
that r is reliable and let f = gabd be a word of C+ with (a, b) in 8,-. From the 
definition of &-, if f is in L(F), there exists a F-vc (fi , fi, . . . , f,> of f such that 
J = fiabfl! for some i in [p]. But in this case (J . . . ,4; f’baf”, J . . . , f) is a T-vc of 
gbad. r is, by hypothesis, reliable so gbad is in L(T) and Proposition ‘3.9 is 
proved. Cl 
With those different notions of (weakly) synchronized automaton, the distribution 
problem can be reformulated as follows. 
The distribution problem 
Let L be a recognizable language of 2* O-closed for some concurrency relation 
0. Is it possible to find a weakly synchronized automaton or, if not, a reliable 
synchrcnized automaton r such that L(T) = L and 8 = &. 
T x0 staorc :hz resu!ts concerning the distribution problem on a WSA. we need the 
concept of & partSon for a8me concurrency relation 8. 
Let 2 be a finite alphabet and let 8 be a concurrency relation on 2. 
A partition (r-‘i 9 Cz9.. . , 1 _.I*__- 2$,) of C is a O-partition iff for any a in 2; and b in 2’ 
such that i #.i, (a, b) belongs to 8. 
The next easily proved proposition gives us a characterization of the O-partition 
of a given alphabet 2. 
ositim 2. Let C be a jinite alphabet and let 8 be a concurrency relation on C. 
Then (2& -Cz,...&J is a tl-pariiiim oj’2I Qf (.El 9 &, . . . s i&j i3 t4 yulliCii3r; Of C 
such that each Ei is the union oj connected components o$ 8. 
Wa, b, c, 4; Q = 0, 4, ( 
is a O-partition of 
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C = {a, b, c, d, d, f 1; 6 is given by its graph 
e 
((a, b}, {c, d, e, f)) and ((a, b), {c}, ( e. f >I are Qm-titions of 2. 
This notion of O-psrtition allows us to give the main result on the distribution 
problem on a WSA. 
.5. Let C be a Jinite alphabet, 8 a concurrent_. relation on 2, L a e-closed 
recognizable language on Z* and ( X:, .& ) . . ) -2;,) CY Qxrtikn 01”: Z Td;cli IPWK 
exists a weakZy synchronized automaton Ijy = (A ,, AZ, . . . , A,, qb, T) such that L( l7) = 
L and the alphabet of each Ai is L’,. 
By definition of a e-partition, for i Zj, each letter of Zi commutes with each letter 
of Zj, so by an immediate induction we have, from the fact that L is &closed, the 
following easy, but very useful lemma. 
. For any J;: of C 7, f, f2 . . . fP be!ongs to L implies that every word of the 
shufle off,, f2, .. . ,& belongs to L. 
Let A = (2, Q, qO, 6, F) be a deterministic automaton recognizing the language 
L. In order to prove the result, we need to introduce the following notations and 
definitions: 
ViE[p],VqE Q Li9’ =~f~EW(qCJ-)=qk 
L(91*92-9,~ = {(f, , f2, . . 
0 .,f,)E LyQx L\Q’x l l l x Ly/f* f* . . .fp E L). 
V+k will say that a p-tuple (q, , q2, . . . , qJ of Q” is valid iff L~I*~~**~~%~P) f $3. We also 
need to prove the following lemma. 
Let (q, , q2, . . . , qJ be a valid p-tuple, then 
L’ 9, 
0 
‘$2 . . . . . 9, ) = &(Y,) x L(Y,) x . . . x J&(9,1) 
1 2 P - 
, q,) is valid so, for ~qy i, there exists a word h of Li91’ such that 
JJ2 . . .J, belongs to L. Let (g, , g,, .. . , g,) be in L\yl’ x Lyz’ x e l - x L,,Yp ‘. We will 
e that (g, , g,, . . . , g,) belongs to L~9~+*+‘, i.e. that g,g2 . . . g, belongs to L. 
3q+ F,M(qo,f,) = q, 
and S(q,,h ..f,)= ylj&esis, we have S(qo, g,) = q1 T so g, 4; . . .9;1 
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q2, so g,g,f; . . .& belongs to k and thus (Lemma 4.6) g,gJ3 . . .& belongs to L. 
We then prove by a trivial induction that g,g, . . . g, belongs to L and Lemma 4.7 
is proved. Cl 
We can now construct the WSA II of Proposition 4.5. Let /Ii be the projection 
of the automaton /I on Zi : Ai = (& Q, 40, Si, F), where Si is the restriction of S 
on Q x Zi and let T be the set of valid p-tuples (4, , q2, . . . , qJ of Q”. Lemmas 4.6 
4.7 imply that the language recog 1, AZ.,. . . , A,, (qo, qo9.. . , qo), 
T) is equal to L and this achieves the proof of Proposition 4.5. 
. Let be = (2, Q, qo, 6, 0 with 
c = {a, b;, q=p]~(oj, qo=l, F = {4,5). 
8 is given by the following scheme (the arrows to the shaft state 0 are not represented): 
a a 
Ii I3 
1-a--*2-b~5 
I 
b a 
4 It 
3-a-4 
L(A) is &closed for 8 = ((a, b), (b, a)}. The WSA constructed from Proposition 4.5 
v&h the @-pat &ion {{a}, (b}) and which recognizes the same language as A is that 
of Example 2.9. 
am 9. Let be A = (2, Q, qo, S, F) with 
i = J a, b, c, d), 0 = PI u Ku, qo= 1, F = {2,6, S}. 
The transition 6 is represented by the shema shown in Fig. 1 (the arrows to the 
shaft state 0 are not represented)‘ As in Example 4.8, L(A) is ii-c’losed for 0 = {(a, c), 
a 
1 
a,d 
Fig. 1. 
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(c, a), (a, d), (d, a), (b, c), (c, b), (b, d), (d, b)} and the WSA constructed with the 
&partition {(a, b}, {c, d)} and which recognizes the same language as A, is the one 
of Example 2.10. 
To conclude on the distribution problem on a WSA, we have to compare the 
concurrency relations 0 and 9,. 
0, is included in 8 and the equolity holds iff 8 is transitive and the 
2i are the conne:ted components of & 
roof. The inclusion 0, c 9 is always true by definition of a e-partition. If 0 is not 
transitive, one can find three letters a, b, c of C such that (a, b) E gY (b, c) E e and 
(a, c) E 8. So a, b and c are in the same connected component of 0 and then in the 
same Ci. So we would have (a, c) @ 0, but (a, c) E 8. Likewise, if one of the X, is 
the union of at most two connected components of 0, one can fin: two letters a 
and b in C such that (a, b) & 8, and (a, b) E 0. Proposition 4.10 is so proved. Cl 
We give an answer to the distribution problem on a WSA, only in the particular 
case where 6 is transitive (we can note that it is the case when L is commutatively 
closed, i.e. when 9 = C x 2). Nevertheless, these results will help us to give a complete 
answer to the distribution problem on a synchronized automaton. 
emark 4.11. With the terminology in [ 111, our WSA can easily be transformed in 
“loosely cooperating finite asynchronous automaton (LCASYN automaton)“. Thus 
Proposition 4.5 can be reformulated. For every &closed recognizable lar.guage L 
with 0 transitive, there exists a loosely cooperating finite asynchronous automaton 
A such that L = L(A) and 0, = 0. Then this proposition can be considered as an 
extension to some i&nits regular languages to the theorem of Zielonka saying that 
every fmite &c!osed language can be recognized by a LCASYN automaton. It has 
been proved 143 that the only case where one can find a minimal asynchronous 
automaton is when a’is transitive . I’wpsitinn 4-5 &m a construction of this minimal 
asynchronous automaton. 
It is well known that when 0 is transitive the trace monoid A*i 9 is isomorph to 
a product of free monoids A, x A, x l l l x A,. Thus Proposrtion 4.5 can also be 
considered as a practical proof of a theorem in [3] stating that every recognizable 
language of a product of free monoids is a finite union of languages of the form 
R,XRZx-** x W,, where, for any i in [p], Ri is a recognizable language of Ai. 
atom 
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Let be C a finite alphabet and 6 a concurrency rektion on 2; 
} is 3 g-transitive cover of 2 iff 
union of the &, 
(ii) i!in 2, x zli is transitive for any i in 1 pJ. 
((a, b, d}, (a, c, a’}} and ((a, b, d}, {a, c}} are a-transitive covers on C. 
-+C = (a, b, c, d}, 0 is given by the graph: 
{{a, c}, {b, d}) is a g-transitive cover of C. 
To state the result concerning the distribution problem on a SA, we need a 
technical refinement to Lemma 4.7. In Example 4.8, a word leading to the final 
2-tuple (2”, 3’) in the constructed WSA can either arrive into the state 4 of the initial 
automaton or into state 5. If we want to put some WSA end to end, as into a 
synchronized automaton, it will be useful that a t-tuple of the WSA corresponds to 
a unique state of the initial automaton. If it is true, we will know, arriving into a 
final t-tuple of the WSA, from which state we have to start again with a new WSA. 
If A is any automaton, several states can be associated with a given t-tuple but 
if A is taker O-minimal (am1 vx know, from Proposition 2.4, that it is always 
Fossible), there is unicity of the related state. With the notations and definitions of 
Proposition 4.5 we have the following. 
reposition 5.3. For any p-tuple (q, , q2, . . . , qJ of Q “, there exists a unique state of 
0, denoted fWl((q,, qz, . . . , q,)), such that for any p-tupie (JI;,.&, . . . , f,) ir,T 
L($.+...,q, 1 and for any word f of the shufle of (f,,j2* . . . . &j, we have 6(q(,,f)= 
E;_U]((qi9 q2,. . . $ q,)). 
The proof of this proposition follows exactly the proof of Lemma 
tBct that any letter of Cj and any letter of Zj (with i #j) commute as well as the 
following lemma. 
rany wordsf of XT andgof27 (with i#j),foraf2ysiateqofQ 
Jkr any WOK! h of itW e oj’f‘and g9 6<q,Jg) = iijq, 
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xample 5.5. In Exampk 4.,, o A is 8-minimal and we have the following correspon- 
dence between the 2-tuples and the states of A. 
4” 4 5 6 
7” -7 5 6 
9” 9 8 0 
We can now prove the result concerning the distribution problem on a SA. 
osiQion 5.6. Let C be a Jinite alphabet, 8 a concurrency relation on 2, R = 
-m,&Y~, 2,) a kvansitioe cozier of Z and L a recognizable O-closed language of 
2”. Then there exists a reliable SA IT, such that L(n) = L and the set of alphabets of 
the WSA constituting 17 is equal to R. 
Proof. If 8 is transitive, we can apply the result on the WSA and Proposition 5.6 
is proved. We have now to examine the case where 6 is not transitive. In particular 
each element of R is different of C. 
Let A = (2, Q, qO, 8, F) be a O-minimal deterministic automaton recopnizing the 
language L (Proposition 2.4). We will note by Q-- the set of the elements of Q 
different from the shaft state. For any state q in Q and any .X’ of R we define L,xv 
as {w E Z’*/S(q, w) E F or 3C’k R, C”# C’ 3.x E 2” S(q, wx) E Q-}. L,xP is recog- 
nized by the automaton A+.# =(2’, Q, (q}, &, FxP) where & is the restriction of 
S to QxZ’and FxP= Fw (q’E Q/~xE C”# 2’ S(q’, X)E Q-1. 
III suc’ri a way we obtain, for each 2 in R, a collection of finite automata but if 
we keep all of them, we have rcdlrndant information (some automata are “included” * 
in other automata). We want to keep only the minimum number of finite automata 
which allow us to have all the information (i.e. the “maximal” automata). To 
properly define this selection between the automata we have to introduce some 
technical notions on the set of automata. 
We will say that an automaton Aq,xI is a sub-automaton of A, ,,rP i% there exists a 
word w of C’* such that S(q’, w) = 4% Let be A(Z) = {A,,r,, qE Q}, we define an 
equivalence relation on A(X) by defining A,,rV = A,*,-, iff Aq,zs is a sub-automaton 
(2’) is the disjoint union of 
equivalence classes A, (2 ‘), A2 &I?,. We can now define a partial order 
d we can eve 
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Thus for each C’ in R we have selected among the set (A,Ze, 4 E Q) a subset that 
we will note ax(C’). We will note by Max(R) the union of all the ax(Y) for 
E’in R. 
J : i . e . . . 
LC:3 Ay.2 s 
iJ1~ ii* &x(a~j. A iz G-~~~l~iimi~ SO A,l, $5 also ii-minimii and rkren 
(Proposition 2.4) L,Ll is a &closed (and thus a (6 n C’X E’)-closed) recognizable 
language. Moreover &-I C’ x LT’ is transitive so we can construct, from the (0 n C’x 
E’)-minimal automaton L$~,\.~, a WSA a”py,_vs = (. . . 5 T,,& recognizing the language 
r 
kf;X’, such that the related concurrency relation &q,\.l = 8 n C’x C’ (Pro 
4.5 and 4.10) (we could have done this construction for all the automata Aq,xe even 
those which are not in Max(R)). 
We will build, from these WSA, a SA r in a quite simple and natural way: 
r = K’, Q, go,& & ,&) with 
C = (h!y,~t/Ay,~~ E Max( R)}. 
S,(q, a) is the set of I-tuples t of some I&,;?,. such that E[&,](t) = 4 and a is in 
2’. 6,(t) is, for t in Ty,It equal to E[17,,,-f]( t) (using the notation of Proposition 
5.3). We will now show that this SA r is such that the language L(T) is equal to L. 
(r). Then, there exists a r-valid computation (w,, wz2.. . , w,) of 
1~ Thus, by def%tion of a T-vc we can find, for any i in [LX], a WSA I&?( i,,xtij, two 
t-tupies bi and ei of this WSA and a sequence or synchronization states q(O), 
qU),*.., q( cu) such that 
(11 V.iF!-ry! “” is read hv thp ‘..fJC_-A. g ! ,r, \&i 1 == -7 1’; -- ‘- --y (1) .211r)\-r9 ‘.I! 
(2) kidi E [cyj i!ii( q( i - l,,iV+, contai9c tkle t-tupfe bi, 
&I’) 
(3) Vi E [a] ds(?i) = q(i), 
(4) 4(O) = @l., 
(Sj q(a) belongs to F. 
By definition of’ the constructed SA r conditions (l)? (2) and (3) above are 
respectively equivalent to the conditions 
(I’) vfi E Cal 62(i)(E[13,,I’]tbi, wi) = E[&2*l(ei), 
(2’) Vi E [ ti j E[Efq,,‘]( bi) = q( i - l), 
(3’) Vdi E [U ] E[17,,l’](ri) = q(i). 
Thus for any i in [a] we have s(&- l), w,) = q(i), furthermore q(O) = q0 and q(a) 
isfinalso w=w~w~... ~7~ is in L(A) and we have proved 
Conversely, let iy be in f,, w f E, and let ( w, , w2, . . m , w 
ii; (i.e. ii; = ‘vi?1 tirZ . . . *tict) such for any i in [(w] there exist% a 
alphabet of Wi. There exist states q(l), q(2), . . . , q(a) of 
4(O) = qo, i+] S(q(i--I), w,)=qiij, lJ(Ck)E 
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w is in L(r) and we have proved that L c L(r). Then the eqtiality of the languages 
L and L(T) is established. 
It follows directly from the proof above that the synchronized automaton r is 
. . r_^.!,la ‘L , ,.,A t-52 sr.364 nf - 
lblIawl\; aI8u LLL~ prijii; -si Proposition 5.6 is achieved. q 
pie 5.7. C = (a, 6, c, d}, A = (2, [lo] u {0}, 1, S, S), 6 is given by the schema 
shown in Fig. 2 (the arrows to the shaft state 0 are not represented). A is &minimal 
for 8 = {(a, c), (c, a), (a, d), (d, a), (6, d), (d, b)} and thus L(A) is e-closed and we 
can apply Proposition 5.6 with the &cover R = {(a, c, d}, {b, d}}. 
Fig. 2. 
The synchronized automaton that we obtain from Proposition 5.6 is r = ((n,, 
%, 4, a3 -a is*, s3, s49 ss, %, s7, %9 s9, slo}, {s,}, {sB}, S,, 8,). The transition 
functions of the weakly synchronized automata IT, are given by the following 
schemata: 
n,: 1 1’ n,: 9 9” 
I I i i 
C 
T 4 
d 
L J 
2 3’ 10 3” 
! I 
L 
; 
5’ 5” 
i i 
d 
i 1 
7’ -7” 
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n,: 10-- 17,: 5’ rr,: 6” 6 
I 
b 
I I I 
ri h H 
J $ J J 
4- 7- 9” 8 
The choice and synchronization functions are given by th:: foliowing tables: 
Sl 
s3 
s4 
ss 
% 
s7 
S8 
% 
a b c d 
-. 
Uv1’) (1,l’) 
(9,3**) (9,3**) 
(1,3’) (1,3’) 
(2,3’) 
(10, 3**) 
(1,5’) (1,5’) 
(9, 5**) (9,5**) 
5- 
(6”, 6) (6”, 6) 
(2,5’) 
(10, 5,‘) 
(1,7’) 
/6\ 799\ 
\/v ’ I 
6”, 8) 
(9,9”) 
(9”, 6) 
(9,9,‘) 
lo- 
S,( It, 3’) = 6,(9,3**) = S,(9’, 8) = s3, 
s,(2,3’) = S,( lo,,**) = (S&4-) = s4, 
S,( 3,5’) = S,(9, 5**) = sg, 
S,(1,5’) = 6,( 10, 5,‘) = S(j , 
d;,i, 1, 7-j = &,(g, S”j = 5,(7-j =I s,, 
6,(2,7’) = 6,(6”, 8) = a,( 10,7**) = sg, 
&(9’, 6) = ~9, 
S,(9”, IO) = Sl(). 
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shown in Fig. 3 (the arrows to the 
for 8-{(a, c), (c, a), (b, d), (d, 
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b 
a a 
/ 
I I 
/ i ’ irc2_ 
‘=ig. 3.  
g,ivyn by the following schemata: 
II,: 1 1’ n,: 2’ 
I I I 
b 
1 
7; 
I&: 4 4- l&z 7- 7” 
I I I I 
b d c 
4 i Y 1 
5 6-- 8- 9” 
I 
f 
1, (3” 
The choice and synchronization functions are given by the following tables: 
&I a b c d 
SI (1, 1’) (15 1’) 
s-7 (2, 1’) 2’ 
c. -. 4 I (4,4-I (4,4--j 
S,? (7~-, 7”) (7‘, 7”) 
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To complete the solution of the distribution problem we have to compare the 
concurrency relation &- induced by the synchronized automaton r and the initial 
concurrency relation 8. By construction of the SA r, the relation 01- is always 
included in the relation 8. The inverse inclusion depends on the O-cover R. If R is 
faithful i.e. for any couple (a, 6) of 8 there exists a C’ in R such that LI[ and b are 
in Y, the inverse inclusion can be proved. In fact suppose that R is faithful and 
iet _fubg be in k(F) with (at b) in 0, by construction of r there exists a r-valid 
computation (fi , f2, . . . , fp j such thatA =JabJ for some i in [p]. In this computation, 
a and b are executed by two different processors of the WSA which performs J 
and therefore (Q, b) k in Pi-, Thus if R is faithful we have (with the notations and 
definitions of Proposition 5.6) the following. 
Proposition 5.9. [fthe e-cover is faithful the concurrency relations, 8 and 6,. are equal. 
5. Perspectives and 0 
If we consider the language L = ((a w c)( b w d)) w e on 2 = {a, b, c, d, e}, L is a 
O-closed language for O=(Q, b, c, d)x(eju(e}x(a, 6, c, d}u{(a,c), (~,a), (b,d), 
(d, b)}. L = k(A) for the O-closed automaton A shown in Fig. 4. If we apply 
Proposition 5.6 to the w-cuver $1~; * ------ “ - cP t’), {6, & e)], -we obtain the SA r = {in1 T &j, 
(s, a s4, s,#, s7’}, (s!}, {s,‘}, S,, 6,). The transition functions of the weakly synchronized 
e 
Fig. 4. 
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automata ITi are given by the following schemata: 
n, : 1” 1- 1” LI-2: 4” 4’ 4” 
i i i i i i 
;; f 
b d e 
4 i i 
3” 2- 1”’ 0 / ‘I 5- 4O’ 
The choice and synchronization functions are given by the following table: 
6, I a b C d e 
El (l”, I--, 1”) (l”, 1-, 1”) (l”, 1-, I”) 
s4 (4”, 4-, 4”) (4”, 4-, 4”) (4”, 4’, 4”) 
s4* (6”, 4-, 4”) (6”, 4-, 4”) 
&(3”, 2‘, 1,‘) = s4, 
6,(3”, 2-, 1”) = s4*, 
S,(h”, s, 4O’) = s7. 
But if we apply Proposition 5.6 to the O-cover {{a, b, c, d}, {e}), we obtain the SA 
r = (W!? m, 1% 9 S7’L hL b7’), L s,) with 
n, : 5”-b-7- I&: 1” 
t I‘ I 
d d e 
i I J 
_- 3 -c-4 --i)_, 6- - 1 0: 
7 t 
a a 
I I 
1’ -c-*2- 
6,(s,,a)=&(s,,c)=S,(s,,e)=(l-, lo), 
5,(7’, lo’) = 57, 
and we can again apply Proposition 5.6 to the first component I& of this SA, which 
can be considered as a 8’-closed language on 2’ = (a, b, cq d} with 8’ = {(a, c), (c, a), 
(h, d), fd, b)}. Thus we obtain the ‘generalized synchronized automaton” y = 
Jr is,, ~4, s7+, M, b7,lr A,, A\) 
t 1”” 
1” I 
” 4”” 1: 1” 
i 
t! C C 
$ 
I, 2” ,I 3, 
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The “generalized choice and synchronization functions” are defined by 
A&, , a) = Ac(s,, c) = A&, e) = (l”, I”“, I”), 
A&, &) = A&, B) = (4”, 4”‘), 
As@“, 2”) = &$, 
A,( 6’“, S’, IO’) = ST. 
This machine seems “better” than the SA above because the processor which executes 
the elementary task e does its computation independently of the order in which the 
others tasks are executed. It does not have to do a synchronization in the middle 
of the computation, only the processors which have to execute the elementary tasks 
L?, b, c, c! have to synchronize themselves during the computation. 
We have obtained this machine by using the appropriate decomposition of 2 in 
{Ha, cl, UJ, dH, {@1* Th e remaining problem is, given a concurrency relation, to find 
the most appropriate decomposition of the alphabet towards this relation and to 
study the related ‘“generalized synchronized automaton”. 
A second problem is to give a precise meaning to the terms “better machine” or 
“most appropriate decomposition” above. In other terms, can we find a concurrency 
measure which could express in a mathematical way the time saving, during a 
distributed computation on a SA, in comparison with a sequential computation? 
In the general case when we consider a SA, the processors are linked with the 
components of the current WSA and those links change after each passage through 
a synchronization state. After such a passage, each component of the new WSA is 
again r&~!el with a processor until a new synchronization state. 
If we cocsider a §A constructed using Proposition 5.6 we have an alternative 
solution. We can relate once for ever, at the beginning of the computation, each of 
the maximal cliques of e (a clique of $is a subset 2’ of C such that 8rp 2’ x C’ = C’ x 
2’) with a processor. Then it is easy to show that the alphabets of two distinct 
componen:s of a WSA of the constructed SA are always contained in two different 
maximal cliques of & So distinct components are automatically related with distinct 
processors. 
As we just have seen, the number of processors needed is equal to the maximum 
number of components of the WSA constituting the SA. This number is boun 
by the number of maximal cliques of 6 Nevertheless if we have less process 
can, even if we have to reduce the concurrency relation 0, apply our results. 
ave more processors tha 
the same properly selected components (of a 
it the use of every processor. 
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is not the case (i.e. if thr processors are specialized) we can, under the hypothesis 
that different non-concurrent tasks can always be executed by the same processor, 
use our results by qeducing the concurrency relation 8 (whit!: is necessary ipI view 
of the tasks able to be executed by the different processors). 
A by-product of our results is a solution of the reconfiguration problem [9]. A 
set of distributed computations over m processors being given, we waxt to obtain 
a policy to distribute the same computations over m’ (m’ f na) processors. It is 
straightforward to reconstruct an equivalent finite automaton from a WSA or a SA. 
VVe have shown how ca new WSA or SA, with i?- 4’ C6XilpCKiWGSj Cali be GiiIh ciM! thus 
the reconfiguration problem is solved. 
I would like to thank Joffroy Beauquier who suggested the study of this problem. 
His comments and encouragement have been an invaluab!c help throughout this 
work. 
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